
1. Chapters MUST have their own Plaque and in their possession to play the game. (Example: If 

another chapter has your plaque, you may NOT capture another chapter’s until you retrieve 

your own). Possession: once you have retrieved your plaque, it is in your possession. You then 

must bring it back to your post and hang it on your wall. BUT… while you are in transit to your 

post, you may capture other plaques. Once your plaque is back on your wall, you cannot remove 

it from your wall (i.e. take your plaque with you when you go raiding).  

2. Chapters Must have a minimum of 5 ALR Members to retrieve or capture the Plaque. Riders are 

not required to be on a motorcycle to participate in the game. A group may “cage” to go get 

plaques. 

3. The Plaque may not be hidden from potential captures. Once it is on your wall, LEAVE IT 

THERE!!! 

4. Plaque must be protected while in transit to avoid abrasions. Treat their plaque the way you 

would want your plaque to be treated. 

5. There is no limit as to how many plaques can be captured in a single day. I refer you to Chapter 

129 if you need further clarification. 

6. Once a Chapter retrieves their Plaque from the Captor, Your Plaque is safe from your CAPTOR 

for 24 hours…BUT can be taken from another Chapter! 

7. You may NOT retrieve YOUR plaque AND take the capturing Chapter’s plaque on the SAME DAY. 

8. You MUST leave some type of notification that your chapter has captured their plaque.  

9. If the Chapter you visit has multiple plaques in which they have captured, YOU may only Capture 

the Plaque that belongs to the Post/Chapter you are visiting– All others are SAFE! 

10. If your Plaque is captured from a Chapter whose Post is out of town – you have options! 

1. Plan a trip to recapture your Plaque. 

2. It will be brought to Summit, Convention and/or Fall Conference by the captor. I suggest 

contacting those chapters prior to Convention, Conference, and Summit to see if they 

want you to bring the plaque beforehand. Some chapters want to ride to your post. 

3. Contact the Chapter, pay for shipping to have your Plaque returned. 

11. You may not “Capture the Plaque” during special events (IE: Poker Runs, Summit, 

Unity Rides, etc.) MGR/RR Excluded. This means you cannot steal plaques that are stops during 

charity runs if you are participating in the run. If you are not participating in the run, then you 

can steal plaques. A weekly meal is not considered a “special event”. 

12. Ride Safe and Have Fun! 


